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About this webinar
The Metropolitan Waterworks Authority (MWA) produces and supplies clean water in the Bangkok metropolis area
for a population of 10 million people. The water authority has faced recent water challenges due to expansion of
urban communities, growth of the industrial sector and increased saltwater intrusion into their water resources.
This webinar presents MWA’s water challenges, the implemented solutions and upcoming water projects to ensure
the operational continuity of water supply in Bangkok.

Why you should attend
Learn about MWA’s long-term plans and discover new opportunities.

REGISTER NOW!
Exclusive for SWA members and SgWX Tenants only!
*Interested to become a member of the Singapore Water Association?
Please contact Ms Lily Tan (email: lilytan@swa.org.sg) for more information.

PROGRAMME
3:00pm
3:05pm

Welcome Remarks by PUB
Introduction of Speaker
Moderator:
Mr Vinod Singh,
SWA Council Member, Director of Growth and Sales (Asia), Director of Digital, Data and Cyber (Asia), JACOBS

3:10pm

Topic: Water Management & Strategies of the
Metropolitan Waterworks Authority (MWA)
Speaker:
Mr. Komkrit Dinakara Na Ayudhya, Deputy Governor (Engineering and Construction), MWA, Thailand

3:40pm

Questions and Answers

3:55pm

Round up by Moderator

4:00pm

End of Webinar

Speaker

Moderator

Mr. Komkrit Dinakara Na Ayudhya

Mr Vinod Singh

Deputy Governor (Engineering and Construction),

Director of Growth and Sales (Asia)

MWA, Thailand

Director of Digital, Data and Cyber (Asia) JACOBS

Mr. Komkrit Dinakara Na Ayudhya is an expert in waterworks.

Mr Vinod Singh has more than 25 years of experience, and

He has over 34 years of experience in engineering, including

has provided technical, managerial, and business leadership in

water treatment systems, distribution systems and mega-project

water, wastewater and city infrastructure sectors in Asia Pacific,

management. He holds a degree in civil engineering and has

ASEAN, India and the ME region, based out of Singapore. For

taken on several senior management positions. Currently, he

the past 15 years, Vinod has served various senior management

is MWA’s Deputy Governor in charge of all engineering works.

roles in global water firms including Jacobs (CH2M Hill), Black

He is also the spokesperson of MWA.

& Veatch and CDM. He holds a postgraduate degree in civil/
environmental engineering, and a postgraduate diploma in
IT/Digital Management in AEC (Architect, Engineering and
Construction) Industry, from Salford University.

About SgWX Water Utilities Series
The SgWX Water Utilities Series is co-organised by the Singapore Water Exchange and the Singapore Water Association. The webinar provides a
platform for the water industry to interact with overseas utilities and regulators, understand their challenges and identify business opportunities.

About the Singapore Water Exchange

About the Singapore Water Association

The Singapore Water Exchange (SgWX), managed by PUB, Singapore’s

The Singapore Water Association established since 2004 envisions

National Water Agency, is a purpose-built infrastructure to provide

to create a vibrant and dynamic water industry in Singapore. Its

an integrated and conducive environment for water companies to

members have grown from an initial 9 founding members to almost

innovate and collaborate. Launched in Jul 2018, SgWX offers a variety

300 members. Singapore Water Association has been instrumental

of collaborative spaces to serve as a launchpad for companies to grow

in profiling and promoting Singapore as a pivotal regional hub for

their businesses in the region and beyond.

all water-related services and water technologies, by providing a
platform to build effective networking, facilitate opportunities for
collaboration, and foster the exchange of ideas and knowledge
amongst member companies.
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